NOTE: RESISTORS ARE IN OHMS +/- 5% AND CAPACITORS ARE IN MICROFARADS, X7R UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. SEE BOM FOR ACTUAL VOLTAGE AND SPECIFICATION.
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Joe Grand

DIP Flip Whixr Trick

GP1 selects mode: H = Normal, L = Alternate
Normal: GP0 = Output (TX), GP4 = Input
Alternate: GP4 = Output (TX), GP0 = Input

P1 Header 6
1 RX
2 TX
3 CTS
4 RX
5 CTS
6 GND

C1 0.1μF

GP1 selects mode: H = Normal, L = Alternate
Normal: GP0 = Output (TX), GP4 = Input
Alternate: GP4 = Output (TX), GP0 = Input